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Base metals witness first weekly correction for 2021
Copper slides as DXY rallies and bond yields spikes
Nickel cracks 16% in 2 days on change in technology
Aluminium resilient to volatility in metals
Senate passes $1.9 trillion package

Perspective
Copper prices corrected last week after rallying for much of
2021, as dollar index rallied above 92 level building some
pressure on the metals along with bond yield which briefly
surged above 1.6% mark. Copper had been highly volatile
with profit taking in equities and copper longs taking some
profit from the headed market. Downside however will be
protected buoyed by expectations of a faster economic
recovery and higher capital inflows into markets after the
U.S. Senate passed a long-awaited $1.9-trillion coronavirus
stimulus bill.
The U.S. Senate passed the relief plan on Saturday, a major
milestone for the bill. House of Representatives will vote on
it on Tuesday. Copper is often used as a gauge of global
economic health and the bill is expected to boost a recovery
in the US. Dollar held near three-month peaks after the U.S.
Senate passage of a $1.9 trillion stimulus bill augured well
for a global economic rebound, though it also put fresh
pressure on Treasuries.
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LME Inventory Weekly Market Data
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China’s January-February copper imports rose 4.7% YoY
despite a recent spike in prices, indicating stronger demand
for the metal. Spot treatment charges for copper
concentrate in China slumped to their lowest in more than
10 years, underscoring tight feedstock for smelters. The
underlying supply and demand fundamentals for copper
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still point to higher prices in the longer term, but in the short term
a rapid rise in U.S. bond yields that has sent ripples through
markets threatens all risk assets.
Change in LME metals YTD

The IMF adjusted its expectations for global growth and US growth
in 2021 upwards to 5.5% and 5.1% respectively, while the World
Bank foresees 4% growth globally and 3.5% growth in the US. As
investors position for an environment with potentially both strong
growth and rising inflation, copper could thrive.
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Nickel has suffered its worst week in almost 10 years, with the
LME price collapsing by 16% in the space of two days to a 3M low
of $15,830 per tonne. The trigger for the ferocious sell-off was an
announcement by China’s Tsingshan Holding Group that it had
signed deals to deliver nickel matte to two Chinese battery
materials suppliers. Tsingshan has rapidly emerged as one of the
world’s largest nickel producers, its Indonesian mines pumping NPI
into a local stainless steel plant the company brought online in
2017. It is a self-proclaimed disruptor of the stainless steel market
and it’s now disrupting nickel’s bullish electric vehicle narrative.
Nickel prices were trading at a six-year high as recently as last
week on expectations surging demand from the electric-vehicle
sector would spur a shortage. Tesla boss Elon Musk recently said
that nickel was Tesla’s top concern for scaling lithium-ion cell
production and was behind a shift to using iron for some EV
batteries instead. Nickel is critical to the world’s clean-energy
transition and previous comments from Musk have drawn
attention to the possibility of a crunch. He pleaded with miners
last year to produce more, promising a “giant contract” for supply
produced efficiently and in an “environmentally sensitive way”
amid concerns that deficit looms as early as 2023. The conversion
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2021 may prove to be a transformation year for copper. Inflation
expectations are rising, while global economic growth is
recovering, with Chinese demand in particular coming back online
at a rapid pace. These short-term fluctuations are important to
consider, but they are not the whole story. Looking out into the
long-term, demand for copper looks set to grow further. The rise
of new industries like electric vehicles and renewable energy as
well as continuing traditional infrastructure needs in China and the
US mean that demand for copper will likely persist well after
COVID-19 disruptions subside.

“2021 may prove to be a
transformation year for copper.
Inflation expectations are rising, while
global economic growth is recovering,
with Chinese demand in particular
coming back online at a rapid pace.”
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of NPI to matte for processing into battery-grade nickel sulfate
is another twist of nickel’s market, could rock the long-term
investment case for nickel.
The severity of this week’s price collapse underlines nickel’s
sensitivity to changes in investor sentiment with nickel bulls
now risking regular whip-sawing from both the stop-start EV
rollout story and the continuously evolving nickel raw materials
puzzle.
Several Indonesian players are currently trialling the
conversion of nickel ore to battery-grade material using highpressure-acid-leach processing, a technology that is notoriously
difficult to master. Tsingshan is now opening up another bridge
between ferrous and battery grades of nickel by going down
the matte route. Nickel-pig-iron producers can now make
nickel matte by slightly adjusting the manufacturing process,
which will substantially ease concerns of a shortage of battery
materials.
Nickel’s growing usage in lithium-ion batteries and the
accelerated roll-out of electric vehicles are not in doubt. The
case for higher prices, however, rests on the assumption that
only certain types of nickel can be processed into battery
precursor materials. INSG data shows, Indonesia is now both
the world’s largest nickel producer and the fastest-growing
one, with national mine output surging another 41% last year
to 853,000 tonnes.
Aluminium has been trading firm and has been immune to
volatility on other metals. However the cash -3m spread has
started to ease and fresh material has started to arrive on
Chinese ports which could weight on the prices.
Outlook
Overall given the change in macro backdrop, mixed trading
activity with heightened volatility is likely to persist for the next
couple of sessions. Fall in some metals are likely to attract
buyers to jump and capitalize on opportunity, but with so
many moving parts like inventories, demand supply balance,
bond Yields and dollar index is likely to keep participants busy.
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Technical Outlook
Copper
As seen on weekly chart, MCX Copper traded with negative bias in
the preceding week after forming a shooting start candle stick
formation which indicates reversal. The 14-period is still at
overbought zone but zone but has reversed from its peak and
MACD is yet to give any confirmation of reversal. Recent low
around Rs.663 will act as key support and price sustained break
below the same will confirm further weakness towards Rs.645 –
635 levels. Resistance is capped at Rs.702 of rising channel. For
short-term selling will be advised only if price break below
support. On the either side price sustained break above resistance
will resume positive move towards Rs.745.

Nickel
As seen on weekly chart, MCX Nickel has reversed from its peak of
Rs.1146 and has broken below the rising channel formation which
signifies weakness. The 14-period RSI reversed from its peak
which is signifying weakness & crossover on MACD is also
confirming weakness in price for short-term. Resistance is capped
at Rs.1215 whereas support is placed at Rs.1130. Selling on rise is
recommended, but our bias will negate if price break and sustains
above the resistance mark.

METLDEX
As seen on daily chart, MCX Metldex also traded with negative
bias and has closed the week below the key resistance area of
14145 which signifies further weakness. The 14-period RSI is flat
but sustaining well below the mid-level of 50 which signifies
weakness and crossover on MACD is also confirming the same.
Selling is recommended for short-term targeting 13550 – 13350
levels, but our bias will negate above the resistance mark.
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